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Modern hardware design languages [1, 2, 3, 4] enable
agile hardware development. Such development produces
faster hardware iteration cycles, more successful hardware
projects, and a lower barrier to entry for companies doing
hardware development. Necessarily, new hardware design
languages must produce Verilog or VHDL to interface
with existing proprietary or open source hardware tools.
Due to this constraint, many of these languages adopt
compiler-like architectures. They often include one or more
intermediate representations (IRs) and lower these IRs to
Verilog via a sequence of passes. Unfortunately, this has
resulted in fragmentation with each language project resolving the same problems:
1) Implementation of common compiler passes like dead
code elimination, common subexpression elimination, and constant propagation
2) Generation of human-readable Verilog or VHDL
3) Development of performant compiler infrastructure
Critically, item 3 has proved problematic for large designs
based on Chisel which may take an hour or more to finish
compilation of their FIRRTL IR.
To alleviate these issues, we are building CIRCT [5].
CIRCT1 (Circuit IR Compiler and Tools) is built on
MLIR [6], a modern, best-in-class compiler infrastructure
project that is both a part of the LLVM project and an
evolution of it. MLIR is extremely performant, supports
SSA-like or graph-like regions, enables representation and
intermixing of multiple dialects (different IRs), and lets
users define new dialects.
Currently, CIRCT consists of a number of hardware dialects: common hardware dialects for sequential or combinational logic, a Verilog/SystemVerilog dialect, a FIRRTL
dialect, and other more exotic, higher-level dialects (e.g.,
latency-insensitive dialects). While incomplete, CIRCT
also provides an order-of-magnitude improvement in FIRRTL compilation times for SiFive designs. Figure 1 shows
the collection of dialects in CIRCT and the compilation
path from Chisel to Verilog.
In this work-in-progress presentation we will provide an
overview of the CIRCT project, discuss its use at SiFive
as a replacement FIRRTL compiler, and discuss future
directions for the project.
1 CIRCT

is pronounced /sər-kət/.
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Fig. 1. CIRCT consists of a collection of hardware dialects (IRs) that
enable representing circuits and converting them to Verilog. CIRCT
can also be used as a faster compiler for Chisel [1] designs.
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